INDIGO MIST AT THE ROYAL ROOM

Monday, October 14, 2019 - 7:30pm
The Royal Room, 5000 Rainier Avenue S, Seattle, WA 98118 - Google Map
$15 adv/dos
Make reservations and buy tickets at The Royal Room

Initially the brainchild of electro acoustic pioneer/composer Richard Karpen and Cuong Vu, Indigo Mist has become a vehicle for the musical musings of a group of forward reaching artists with tendencies towards experimentation. Having crossed paths over the years as University of Washington music faculty, the group is currently comprised Vu, Karpen, electro-acoustic composer and DXARTS director Juan Pampin, Ted Poor, whose prodigious drumming has recently been enlisted by Chris Thile and Andrew Bird, and 15 time Grammy winner, bassist/producer Steve Rodby.

Critics have described the Indigo Mist's 2014 recording as “...gorgeous, far out, haunting, and evocative...In a word: special” (Outside Inside Out), “Mysterious, provocative, fanciful” (Something Else). Stereophile states, “Cuong Vu is a postmodern jazz trumpeter...[pianist/composer] Richard Karpen is director of the School of Music at the University of Washington...When these two got together, the shit hit the fan.”

Please note: Tickets do not guarantee seating during shows at the Royal Room. For sold out shows standing room may be the only available space. Please come early to ensure you get a table. Reservations can be made for those who are coming for dinner as well as the show. The Royal Room is All Ages until 10pm.

People Involved: Richard Karpen  Juan Pampin  Cuong Vu
Event Type: Performances
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